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FIRST PRECISION MAPPING PHOTOGRAPHY OF MOON 
TO BE TAKEN DURING APOLLO 15 MISSION - -
ASTRONAUT TO RETRIEVE FILM DURING EVA 

SYOSSET, N. Y. , July 26 -- Astronaut Alfred M. Worden is 

scheduled to retrieve film containing the first precision cartographic 

photography taken from lunar orbit during his scientific extra vehicular 

activity on the Apollo 15 mission. 

The Lunar Mapping Camera Subsystem, which will be housed in 

the Scientific Instrument Module (SIM) of Apollo 15's Command Service 

Module has been developed by the Space & Defense Systems division 

of Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp. for NASA. The Fairchild 

camera is one of several orbital scientific experiments to be conducted 

on Apollo missions 15, 16 and 17. 

Under a program awarded by the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, 

Houston, Texas, the system is designed to provide additional and 

improved scientific information on selenodesy, as well as data on 

landing site definition/analysis and topographic map compilation and 

updating. Four flight mapping camera subsystems, plus a prototype 

and qualification unit, are being developed by Fairchild for the Apollo 

Experiments Program. 
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The Lunar Mapping Camera Subsystem housed on Apollo 15 

consists  of  two precisely oriented frame cameras.  One is  designed 

to provide metric  photography of the lunar surface,  while the other  wil l  

be used for  simultaneous t ime-correlated stel lar  photography.  This  

s tel lar  camera is  designed for  post-f l ight  camera system att i tude 

determinations.  A laser  al t imeter  (developed by RCA) provides 

al t i tude information coincident  with the center  of  exposure and wil l  

be recorded on each frame of terrain photography.  

The subsystem's interlocking metric  and stel lar  cameras have 

their  optical  axes and orientat ion f ixed and cal ibrated relat ive to one 

another.  The metric  camera has a  3-inch focal  length,  f /4.  5 lens.  

The format is  4-1/2 x 4-1/2 inches on 5-inch wide f i lm and the angular  

coverage is  74° x 74°.  The s tel lar  camera has a  3-inch focal  length,  

f /2.  8 lens.  The format is  1-1/4 inches x 1 inch on 35 mm fi lm and the 

angular  coverage is  24° cone with f lats .  Fi lm capacity for  the metric  

camera is  1500 feet ,  as  compared to the 500-foot  f i lm capacity for  the 

s tel lar  camera.  

The cameras also provide dynamic auxil iary data which are 

recorded on each of the photographic frames.  This data block 

contains coded t ime,  photographic exposure (metric  camera only) 

and laser  al t imeter  information.  

-more -



Reprinted f rom "Technical  Papers  from the 
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i s  present ly  ass igned to  the NASA Mapping Camera Project  serv
ing in  the capaci ty  of  Interface Manager .  He is  direct ly  responsible  
for  formulat ing technical  decis ions and agreements  with the Apollo 
Pr ime Contractor  as  wel l  as  providing technical  l ia ison with NASA. 
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G. F.  Pels  is  an Aerospace Technologist  a t  the NASA Manned Space
craft  Center  in Houston,  Texas.  He is  the NASA Experiment Manager 
for  the Lunar Mapping Camera program. He has worked on the MSC 
Earth Resources program with responsibi l i ty for  mapping camera 
systems and infrared instrumentat ion.  He also has experience in high 
speed cine photographic systems.  He received a B.S.  in Physics from 
the Universi ty of Texas and a  M.S.  in Physics from the Universi ty of 
Houston.  

ABSTRACT 

The Lunar Mapping Camera is  a  mult iple camera system consist ing 
of a  terrain camera,  a  stel lar  camera and a laser  al t imeter .  This  
precision photographic instrument provides high quali ty metric  photo
graphy of the moon from lunar orbi t .  In order to insure for  the 
maximum accuracy and useabil i ty of the lunar mapping photography,  
a  considerable amount of planning with regard to pre-and post-
mission ground support  is  required.  This  support  consists  of  s tel lar  
f ield cal ibrat ion,  pre-launch and ground control  assistance and post-
f l ight  data reduction and analysis  of the mission f i lm. 

INTRODUCTION 

Fairchild Space and Defense Systems is  currently developing the 
Lunar Mapping Camera under contract  to NASA Manned Spacecraft  
Center .  The Lunar Mapping Camera is  a  photographic instrument 
consist ing of two precisely oriented frame cameras which wil l  be 
mounted in the forward port ion of the Apollo Scientif ic  Instrument 
Module (SIM) of Apollo Missions 15 through 17.  I t  wil l  be remotely 
operated from the Command Module.  One frame camera is  designed 
to provide metric  lunar photography,  and the other  wil l  be used for  
simultaneous t ime correlated stel lar  photography.  The s tel lar  photo
graphy wil l  be used for  post-f l ight  camera system att i tude determina
tion,  s ince the optical  axis  of each frame camera and their  orientat ion 
relat ive to one another are f ixed and cal ibrated.  Direct ly mounted and 
al igned to the Lunar Mapping Camera is  the laser  al t imeter  which pro
vides al t i tude information which wil l  be coincident  with the center  of 
exposure and wil l  be recorded on each terrain frame.  The viewing 
spot  of  the laser  al t imeter  wil l  be cal ibrated within the terrain format.  
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The Lunar  Mapping Camera wil l  be deployed from the Apollo space
craf t  when ready for  use so that  the s te l lar  camera has  a  clear  f ie ld  
of  v iew.  Figure 1 depicts  the deployed configurat ion of  the  camera 
system in the SIM bay.  After  the photographic  mission is  completed,  
the Mapping Camera wil l  be re t racted and the as t ronaut  wil l  perform 
an EVA to retr ieve the f i lm record container  that  contains  the exposed 
lunar  and s te l lar  imagery.  The resul t ing photography wil l  be pro
cessed on the ground and subsequent ly  used by the scient i f ic  community 
to  der ive and improve the knowledge of  se lenodesy as  wel l  as  provide 
data  on landing s i te  def ini t ion/analysis  and topographic  map compila
t ion and updat ing.  

FIGURE 1 LUNAR MAPPING CAMERA DEPLOYED 
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DESCRIPTION OF LUNAR MAPPING CAMERA 

The Mapping Camera Subsystem consists  of  an interlocking metric  
camera and stel lar  camera whose optical  axes and orientat ion rela
t ive to one another are f ixed.  Figure 2 shows the basic configurat ion 
of the Mapping Camera Subsystem. 

FIGURE 2 LUNAR MAPPING CAMERA SUBSYSTEM 
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The metric  camera has a  3-inch focal  length,  f /4.  5 lens.  The format 
is  4-1/2 x 4-1/2 inches on 5-inch wide f i lm and the angular  coverage 
is  74° x 74°.  The exposure t ime is  AEC -  control led and ranges from 
1/15 to 1/240 second.  The endlap,  which is  cr i t ical  for  s tereo mapp
ing is  78%. FMC accuracy is  3% and f i lm flat tening is  accomplished 
by glass plate.  The stel lar  camera,  on the other  hand,  has a  3-inch 
focal  length,  f /2.8 lens.  The format is  1-1/4 inches x 1 inch on 35 
mm fi lm and the angular  coverage is  a  24° cone with f lats .  Exposure 
t ime for  the s tel lar  camera is  1.5 seconds f ixed.  Fi lm capacity for  
the s tel lar  camera is  500 feet  as  compared to the 1500 feet  f i lm capa
ci ty for  the metric  camera.  The cri t ical  interlock angle between 
metric  and stel lar  cameras is  96°.  Correspondingly,  the laser  al t i 
meter  is  mounted with i ts  t ransmission and receiving optical  axes 
paral lel  to those of the metric  camera.  

The metric  and stel lar  cameras also provide reference and dynamic 
auxil iary data which are recorded on each of the image frames.  
Reference data consists  of f iducial  marks and reseau crosses.  The 
f iducial  marks on the metric  camera are both natural ly and art i f ici
al ly i l luminated whereas the f iducials  on the stel lar  camera are 
art i f icial ly i l luminated.  The array of natural ly i l luminated reseau 
crosses on the metric  camera are spaced 10 mm apart  whereas the 
art i f icial ly i l luminated reseau array on the s tel lar  camera has a  5 
mm spacing.  Reseau crosses are pert inent  to the determination of 
post-f l ight  f i lm shrinkage.  Dynamic auxil iary data for  both metric  
and stel lar  cameras consist  of  binary coded t ime and al t i tude words 
which are recorded on each frame.  The metric  camera also provides 
a  record of exposure t ime for  each photographic frame as well  as  
indicat ing the presence or  absence of FMC motion.  

STELLAR FIELD CALIBRATION 

Since there wil l  be relat ively few lunar mapping missions,  i t  is  essen
t ial  that  great  care be taken to insure that  the pert inent  performance 
capabil i t ies  of each camera unit  ( i .e . ,  cal ibrated focal  length,  radial ,  
tangential  distort ion parameters ,  defined principal  point ,  relat ive 
orientat ion,  etc .)  are well  defined prior  to f l ight  and subsequent  data 
reduction of the mission f i lm. This is  part icularly important  in a  
mult iple camera system, such as  the Mapping Camera Subsystem, 
which requires the need for  a  precise stel lar  cal ibrat ion in order to 
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insure for  the maximum useabil i ty of  the photography in photogram-
metric  data reduction by the user  community.  

Prior  to performing the s tel lar  cal ibrat ion task i t  was f i rs t  necessarv 
S t  calibrat ion ground support  plan for  handling the 

Lunar Mapping Camera in the f ield.  Figure 3 shows fbo f 1  ? • 
Ships of  the overal l  s tel lar  cal ibrat ion Js t iLXlludef.TtLdefT 
mtmn of test  area requirements,  test  area select ion and development 

gist ics/handling,  mission observation (data acquisi t ion) and data '  
notion and analysis  support  plans.  Note that  the output  of  the data 

rlTuTsZtTLlT: dlnal which present! the results  of the cal ibrated internal  and external  geometric  parameters  
Of  the Lunar Mapping Camera.  parameters  
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FIGURE 3 STELLAR CALIBRATION TEST PLAN 
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The si te  that  was selected for  Lunar Mapping Camera stel lar  cal i
brat ion was NASA White Sands Test  Facil i ty (WSTF) near  Las 
Cruces,  New Mexico.  A small  observatory building was constructed 
on the WSTF si te .  This  building houses the equatorial  mount and 
associated observation equipments in addit ion to affording maximum 
protect ion to the camera during data acquisi t ion.  The observatory 
building is  designed so that  i ts  roof s l ides back on t racks,  thus pro
viding the nearly horizon to horizon clearance which is  required for  
the cal ibrat ion of an interlocked mult iple camera system such as the 
Lunar Mapper.  Correspondingly,  the axis  of the equatorial  mount is  
oriented along the meridian and mount t racking is ,  in turn,  accom
plished by s idereal  clock drive.  During actual  mission observation,  
the Lunar Mapping Camera is  posi t ioned on the mount in such a 
manner that  i ts  optical  axes are al igned along the meridian,  with 
the stel lar  lens point ing north and the metric  lens south.  With pro
per stel lar  t racking at  s idereal  rate,  the result ing stel lar  images 
recorded on the photographs wil l  be uniformly distr ibuted point  
sources which wil l  provide for  the optimum data reduction and sub
sequent  precise cal ibrat ion of the Lunar Mapping Camera fl ight  
hardware.  

PRE-MISSION GROUND SUPPORT 

After  s tel lar  f ield cal ibrat ion is  completed the Lunar Mapper is  
returned to the factory for  f inal  assembly and cleaning.  The next  
s tep in the Ground Support  Plan is  to ship the Lunar Mapping Camera 
f l ight  hardware to Kennedy Space Center  (KSC) for  a  series of pre-
launch checkouts prior  to instal lat ion and integrat ion into the Apollo 
SIM. Included is  the s i te  act ivat ion,  operat ion and integrat ion of a l l  
related ground support  equipments and faci l i t ies .  In addit ion,  test  
and checkout operat ions are performed on the Lunar Mapping Camera 
to insure that  al l  interfaces are compatible including possible inter
act ions with other  experiments in the SIM. If  required,  design and 
engineering changes wil l  be ini t iated to insure interface compatibi l i ty.  
Correspondingly,  al l  preventive maintenance and repairs  wil l  be per
formed within the f ield s i te  capabil i ty on an as  required basis .  Major 
repairs  wil l  be done at  the factory.  
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Lunar Mapping Ground Support  also entails  the servicing of the fl ight 
hardware,  including fi lm loading and unloading as well  as the labora-
ory calibration of measuring devices unique to the camera.  Techni

cal  consultation and data inputs are provided to support  NASA fl ight 
readiness reviews and operations planning. Correspondingly,  tech
nical  guidance is  provided during the installat ion of the fl ight hard
ware into the SIM. Technical  monitoring continues during the cri t ical  
periods of pre-launch, launch and post-launch operations to insure that  
a  Lunar Mapping Camera components and interfaces are functioning 
properly This monitoring will ,  in  turn,  insure for the acquisit ion of 
optimum lunar mapping photography. 

ASTRONAUT TRAINING 

Since an extra vehicular activity (EVA) is  involved in this mapping 
mission addit ional measures were taken to fully acquaint the astro
nauts with the Lunar Mapper 's  physical  characterist ics.  

A high fideli ty wooden mockup of the camera system was constructed 
or  use both as a fi t  check device and a ground training unit .  This 

allowed the astronauts to gain familiari ty with the external aspects of 
ine earner a.  

As the training progressed,  a special  EVA mockup was provided. 
is  training model was not only a physical  representation of the 

Lunar Mapper but also provided two special  record containers for 
training use under simulated weightless conditions.  One record 
contamer was made of a  l ightweight material  and balanced so that  
i t  would float  underwater in a neutral  bouyancy tank. The other 
record container was loaded with a mass simulator for use in zero 
g airplane tests.  In these lat ter  tests a specially fi t ted airplane 

makes inverted parabolic dives so that  the passengers and contents 
are in free fall  at  the apex of the dive for about 10 seconds.  

The final  bit  of t raining will  occur sometime during the countdown 
when the astronauts will  practice removing the record container 
from the fl ight camera for a confidence check. 
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HANDLING AND DATA REDUCTION OF MISSION FILM 

Assuming a  successful  lunar  mission,  the next  s tep in  the Ground 
Support  Plan involves  the handl ing of  the  post  mission f l ight  f i lm.  
The general ized f low for  handl ing the Mapping Camera image data  
acquired from the Apollo Lunar  Mapping Mission is  shown in  Fig
ure  4.  As shown in  this  diagram, the f i lm undergoes photo pro
cessing and reproduct ion a t  the Manned Spacecraf t  Center  imme
diately upon i ts  re turn.  The master  and dupl icate  copies  which 
are  generated f rom the or iginal  negat ive rol l  are  sent  to  the 
var ious user  agencies  for  subsequent  data  reduct ion.  Typical  
tasks  to  be accomplished during data  reduct ion include s te l lar  
coordinate  mensurat ion,  mensurat ion of  photo control  points  and 
map compilat ion.  A per t inent  offshoot  in  the data  reduct ion pro
cess  is  the interpretat ion and analysis  of  specif ic  image frames 
for  purposes  of  lunar  scient i f ic  invest igat ions.  

FIGURE 4 GENERALIZED LUNAR MAPPER 
DATA HANDLING FLOW 
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Photographic  Processing and Reproduct ion 

The functional  f low outl ining the tasks to be performed during 
photographic processing and reproduction is  shown in Figure 5 
The primary system inputs  include the exposed frames of both 
ie  terrain and stel lar  rol l  f i lm photography.  The basic system 

output  products  consist  of  master  posi t ive copies of  both terrain 
n stel lar  rol l  f i lm photography.  Upon complet ion of the repro-
uction phase,  copies of the output  photography are transmitted 

to the user  a g e n c i e s .  T h e  original  negative terrain and stel lar  
ro f i lm photography is ,  in turn,  placed in control led archival  
s torage at  the Manned Spacecraft  Center .  

Data Reduction 

As shown in Figure 6,  the three primary tasks to be performed 
during the data reduction phase are:  (1)  reading of the terrain 
and stel lar  data blocks;  (2)  s tel lar  photography coordinate men
surat ion;  and (3)  data processing and terrain photography control  
point  mensurat ion and data processing.  The results  obtained from 
these individual  tasks wil l  be used in a  variety of photogrammetric/  
selenodetic  applicat ions such as to provide the required control  and 
tr iangulat ion for  the subsequent  compilat ion of the lunar metric  
photography and to provide the means for  t ransferr ing control  points  
from the metric  photography to other  non-metric  photographic data 
obtained from the lunar mission.  

SUMMARY 

The various operat ions that  are required to insure for  the optimum 
handling and support  of  the Lunar Mapping Camera during the pre-
and post-f l ight  phases of the Apollo photographic mission have been 
concisely described herein.  I t  is  evident  that  a  great  deal  of  planning 
must  be accomplished prior  to achieving the required end results ;  
namely,  the acquisi t ion of optimum lunar metric  and stel lar  photo
graphy,  and the subsequent  photogrammetric data reduction and 
analysis  of  the image data by the scientif ic  user  community.  
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DNSP « DUPLICATE NEGATIVE STELLAR PHOTOGRAPHY 

FIGURE 5.  LUNAR MAPPER PHOTO PROCESSING AND REPRODUCTION 
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TRAINING FOR THE MOON 

As FSDS goes ahead manufacturing 
the moon mapping camera subsystem 
(MCS) for operation in August 1971, 
astronauts are learning how to operate 
the camera, and how to recover the film 
after the mission. The camera will be 
installed in the Apollo Service Module, 
and the film must be removed and 
stored in the Command Module for the 
return trip to earth. 

The astronauts practice EVA (Extra 
Vehicular Activities) with a mockup of 

Mapping Camera 
retracted 

Laser Altimeter 

Fairchild's MCS containing a take-up 
cassette similar to the real one. The 
take-up cassette has a removable portion 
called the record container which holds 
the five-inch mapping film and the 
35mm film from stellar photography. 

The film in the take-up cassette must 
be cut, and certain switches and locks 
be maneuvered under weightlessness by 
the astronaut in order to remove the 
record container. 

There are two ways of training: in 
the air and underwater. 

Practice sessions for the astronauts 

include using the lunar camera mockup 
in a specially fitted aircraft which per
forms inverted parabolic dives. At the 
end of the plane's upward sweep it 
poises for 30 seconds before making the 
downward descent of the dive. Every
thing is weightless in the aircraft for 
those 30 seconds. The astronaut tries to 
recover the film, but it is not nearly 
enough time. These sessions are called 
"zero g" tests. 

Other training sessions are held in a 
special underwater tank to simulate 
weightlessness. The astronauts wear 
space suits which have an air supply to 
permit long testing times. A different 
take-up cassette that has neutral 
buoyancy to simulate weightlessness is 
used in these EVA practice sessions. 

A final high fidelity mockup, identi
cal in configuration to the camera that 
will be aboard Apollo 15 is being 
delivered to NASA for astronaut ground 
training in January. Astronaut James 
Erwin visited FSDS last month to view 
the Hi Fi mockup. 

To be a contractor for NASA re

Actuating the release handle 

quires mandatory specifications and 
qualifications. One specification is that 
hand soldering must be of exceptional 
grade. This necessitated an FSDS in-
house special soldering course for 
electrical technicians. They had to gain 
a higher degree of proficiency and pass a 
qualifying examination given by NASA. 

Engineers and technicians working 
on the MCS will be taking a course at 

The record container ready for release 

Film record container installed and 
locked. 

The release handle in locked open posi
tion. 

Record container removed 

NASA Safety School in Cape Kennedy 
this year to permit them to enter the 
Apollo '15 Service Module atop Pad #38 
during preparations for launch. One of 
the final things during countdown is 
loading the camera! 

Some FSDS personnel will also take 
an additional course in QLDS (Quick 
Look Data System) so they can monitor 
testing activities prior to launch and also 
keep watch during the flight. 
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